HAMLET OF SPRING BAY
(

ANNUAL SPRING MEETING

MAY 25, 1998
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
The meeting was attended by the following attendants:
Nick and Eva .Yoner, Judy Armbruster, Frank and Angela Hrabi,
Ed Haus
Yvonne Saunders, Mildred and George Forsythe, Jim
Moser, George and Angela Kuderewko, Mirsolaw Kuderewko, Bob
Schmidt, Margo and Garry Heglin, Ken Beal, Leo and Ade)aideBerger, Ralph Macdonald, Andy Kuderewko and Joan Shymko/along
with two guests from Sask. Energy.
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The meeting commenced by Nick Yoner introducing our quest
speakers from Sask Energy Marketing.
Shawn Quinton began by
providing a brief history about Last Mountain lake as it
relates to the services they have provided and continue to
provide to the numerous communities adjacent to and nearby the
lake.
He discussed the current projects under way and the implication
of this to our Hamlet and the need for them to provide a fair,
comprehensi ve look for all, including such communi ties as
Silton, Bulyea, and Strasbourg.
Costs to serve and capacity
issues were also raised. Approximate costs included $660 from
Sask Energy plus $3500 per service per customer for a total of
$4160. Indicated a minimum number were required for sign up
suggesting 50% to 60% of new customers from all community need
to be committed.
Spring Bay or Colesdale currently have no capacity. Timing of
installation up to community however would not be able to
happen this year.
Sask.Energy will
25 % down. They
electricity will
for water heater

finance via a billing up to 5 years assuming
would suggest the savings between gas and
pay for the monthly costs.
Conversion plan
may be financed through monthly billing.
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Old Business
Andy Kuderewko provided further information re Proposed Water
System(report
provided). Nick Yoner and seconded by Ed Haus,
the motion that Sask Water be brought in for a meeting in one
to two months.
All in favour. Carried.
New Business
Leo Berger recommended
on his land.
Recommendation to erect
Board will pursue.

the Board

investigate

a bulletin

Recommendation
to provide map
property owner names to all.

of

the encroachment

board by garbage

Hamlet

wi th

corresponding

Recommendation to follow up with the R.M. to ensure
gravelled and trees trimmed.
Board to investigate
launch.

ongoing

repairs

disposal.

the dip

and maintenance
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of boat

Tender
grass cutting
for additional
two weeks.
Request
interested parties to indicated their interest in writing.
Que stion rai sed as to whether
the Board would pursue
collection of our own taxes.
Will investigate further.
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Election of new Board members commenced by Misolaw Kuderewko
nominating
Nick Yoner.
Nick declined.
Ralph
Mcdonald
nomina ted Andy Kudere...:ko,Yvonne Saunders
seconded.
A."1dy
Kuderewko
nominated Joan Shymko, Angela Kude_rewko seconded.
Mr Berger nominated Mr. Schmidt, Mr Schmidt declined.
Yvonne
Saunders nominates Ralph Mcdonald.
Ralph declines.
-EB--HaJJS ~
nominaced
Angela Kuderewko.
Nick Yoner moves that further
motions be ceased.
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Ralph Mcdonald moved that meeting be adjourned,
seconded.

Judy Armbruster

